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al. 2010), also called m-wise consistency in Relational
Databases (Gyssens 1986). The advantage of R(∗,m)C is
that the algorithm for enforcing it a) is parameterized by the
level of consistency m; and b) does not add new constraints
to the constraint network or modify its width. We propose
two main strategies for improving the performance of this
algorithm in the context of a tree decomposition of the CSP:

Abstract
The tractability of a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
is guaranteed by a direct relationship between its consistency
level and a structural parameter of its constraint network such
as the treewidth. This result is not widely exploited in practice
because enforcing higher-level consistencies can be costly
and can change the structure of the constraint network and
increase its width. Recently, R(∗,m)C was proposed as a relational consistency property that does not modify the structure
of the graph and, thus, does not affect its width. In this paper,
we explore two main strategies, based on a tree decomposition of the CSP, for improving the performance of enforcing
R(∗,m)C and getting closer to the above tractability condition. Those strategies are: a) localizing the application of
the consistency algorithm to the clusters of the tree decomposition, and b) bolstering constraint propagation between
clusters by adding redundant constraints at their separators,
for which we propose three new schemes. We characterize
the resulting consistency properties by comparing them, theoretically and empirically, to the original R(∗,m)C and the
popular GAC and maxRPWC, and establish the beneﬁts of
our approach for solving difﬁcult problems.

1

1. We localize the application of the consistency algorithm
to each cluster of the tree decomposition, which allows us
to increase the value of m to the number of relations in
the cluster and, thus, the level of consistency enforced.
2. We bolster constraint propagation along the tree by
adding redundant constraints at the separators between
clusters. A perfect ‘communication’ between clusters requires a unique constraint over the separator’s variables,
but materializing such a constraint is prohibitive in terms
of space (Fattah and Dechter 1996; Kask et al. 2005). We
propose three approximation schemes to this end.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. New relational consistency properties resulting from
structurally exploiting a tree decomposition of a CSP.

Introduction

2. A theoretical characterization of those new properties.

One tractability condition of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) relates the level of consistency of a CSP to a
structural parameter of its constraint network such as the
treewidth or the hypertree width (Freuder 1982; Dechter
2003). In this paper, we propose new consistency properties
to approximate that tractability condition, and empirically
show that, for difﬁcult problems, they outperform the widely
used GAC, maxRPWC (Bessiere, Stergiou, and Walsh 2008)
and also R(∗,m)C (Karakashian et al. 2010). We state from
the outset that GAC is cheap, easy to implement, and widely
successful. We focus here on problems that are too hard to
solve with GAC. We show that such problems exist, and that
they beneﬁt from our approach. Deﬁning criteria to predict
whether GAC is appropriate or too weak to use is an important open question but beyond the scope of this paper. The
merit of our approach is in exploring how to solve problems
for which GAC is not powerful enough.
The consistency properties we propose are based on the
relational consistency property R(∗,m)C (Karakashian et

3. An Empirical evaluation of our approach establishing its
beneﬁts on difﬁcult benchmarks, solving many problems
in a backtrack-free manner and, thus, approaching ‘practical tractability.’
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information. Sections 3 and 4 explain consistency
localization and propagation bolstering. Section 5 theoretically characterizes the new consistency properties. Section 6
discusses related work, and Section 7 our experiments and
empirical results. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Background

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is deﬁned by
(X , D, C), where X is a set of variables, D is a set of domains, and C is a set of constraints. Each variable in X has
a ﬁnite domain in D, and is constrained by a subset of the
constraints in C. Each constraint Ci ∈ C is deﬁned by a relation Ri speciﬁed over the scope of the constraint, scope(Ci ),
which are the variables to which the constraint applies, as a
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C1

subset of the Cartesian product of the domains of those variables. The arity of a constraint is the cardinality of its scope:
it is two for a binary constraint, and greater than two for a
non-binary constraint. A tuple ti ∈Ri is thus a combination
of values for the variables in the scope of the constraint that
is either allowed (i.e., support) or forbidden (i.e., conﬂict).
In this paper, we consider only allowed tuples. A solution to
the CSP is an assignment to each variable of a value taken
from its domain such that all the constraints are satisﬁed.
Solving a CSP consists of ﬁnding one or all solutions.
There exist several graphical representations of a CSP. In
the hypergraph, the vertices represent the variables of the
CSP, and the hyperedges represent the scopes of the constraints (see example in Figure 1). In the dual graph, the
vertices represent the constraints of the CSP, and the edges
connect vertices corresponding to constraints whose scopes
overlap (see Figure 2). In the primal graph, the vertices represent the CSP variables, and the edges connect every two
variables that appear in the scope of some constraint.
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Figure 1: A hypergraph.
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Figure 3: Triangulated primal graph and its maximal cliques.
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Figure 2: The dual graph.

Figure 4: Tree decomposition.

  
C5

A tree decomposition of a CSP is a tree embedding of
its constraint network. The tree nodes are clusters of variables and constraints from the CSP. The set of variables of
a cluster cl is denoted χ(cl) ⊆ X , and the set of constraints
ψ(cl) ⊆ C. A tree decomposition must satisfy two conditions: a) each constraint appears in at least one cluster and
the variables in its scope must appear in this cluster; and
b) for every variable, the clusters where the variable appears
induce a connected subtree.
Many techniques for generating a tree decomposition of
a CSP exist (Dechter and Pearl 1989; Jeavons, Cohen, and
Gyssens 1994; Gottlob, Leone, and Scarcello 1999). We use
an adaption for non-binary CSPs of the tree-clustering technique (Dechter and Pearl 1989). First, we triangulate the
primal graph of the CSP using the min-ﬁll heuristic(Kjærulff
1990). Second, we identify the maximal cliques in the resulting chordal graph using the M AX C LIQUES algorithm
(Golumbic 1980), and use the identiﬁed maximal cliques to
form the clusters of the tree decomposition. Figure 3 shows
a triangulated primal graph of the example in Figure 1.
The dotted edges (B,H) and (A,I) in Figure 3 are ﬁll-in
edges generated by the triangulation algorithm. The ten
maximal cliques of the triangulated graph are highlighted
with ‘blobs.’ Third, we build the tree by connecting the clusters using the J OIN T REE algorithm (Dechter 2003). While
any cluster can be chosen as the root of the tree, we choose
the cluster that minimizes the longest chain from the root to
a leaf. Figure 4 shows the tree after connecting the max-
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imal cliques of Figure 3. Finally, we determine the variables and constraints of each cluster as follows: a) The variables of a cluster cl, χ(cl), are the variables in the maximal clique that yields the cluster; b) the clique in the primal
graph formed by the vertices of a given constraint R of the
CSP is, by construction, a subset of at least one maximal
clique in the triangulated primal graph. Thus, scope(R) is
a subset of the variables of at least one cluster; and c) The
constraints of a cluster cl, ψ(cl), are the constraints Ri , such
that scope(Ri ) ⊆ χ(cl). Figure 4 shows a tree decomposition produced by this process for the example of Figure 1.
Note that we may end up with clusters with no constraints
(e.g., C2 , C4 and C8 ), which are ignored during processing.
A separator of two adjacent clusters is the set of variables that are associated with both clusters. A given tree
decomposition is characterized by its treewidth, which is the
maximum number of variables in a cluster minus one.

3

Localizing Consistency to Clusters

We use the relational consistency property R(∗,m)C. This
property guarantees that every combination of m relations
is minimal, that is, every consistent assignment of variables
appearing in the scope of a constraint can be extended to
a consistent assignment of the variables in the scope of every (m − 1) other constraints. The algorithm for enforcing R(∗,m)C ﬁlters the existing relations without adding any
new constraint to the problem (Karakashian et al. 2010).
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The choice of the value of m was previously not addressed. Obviously, increasing the value of m increases the
level of consistency enforced. However, the number of combinations of relations
increases exponentially
 e  to consider
) = O(em ) where e is the number of
with m: It is O( m
constraints in the problem. To address this problem, we advocate exploiting a tree decomposition of the CSP. By localizing R(∗,m)C to the clusters of the tree, we reduce e to the
number of constraints in a cluster cl (i.e., |ψ(cl)|), and, consequently, decrease the total number of combinations that
we have to store and handle for a given problem. In the extreme case, when m = ψ(cl), two goals are achieved: a) We
have to handle only one combination of constraints per cluster; and b) The value of m is directly determined by each
cluster and ‘adaptively’ varies along the tree decomposition.
Moreover, thanks to localization, we control the order in
which the clusters are processed. In our implementation, we
follow the static ordering of the clusters given by the M AX C LIQUES algorithm (Golumbic 1980), proceeding from the
bottom to the top and back until quiescence.
Because localization prevents us from considering combinations of constraints across clusters, the consistency enforced is, as a result, weakened, as we discuss in Section 5.

4

unique constraints over the separators’ variables and enforcing R(∗,ψ(cl))C (i.e., minimal clusters) in a two-pass process from the leaves of the tree to its root and back (Dechter
2003; Kask et al. 2005). Thus, we would want to add, to
every separator, a unique constraint over all the separator’s
variables (shown as Rsep in Figure 6). Unfortunately, the
size of such a relation grows exponentially with the number
of variables in the separator, which is prohibitive in practice.
Thus, trading space for time becomes necessary (Fattah and
Dechter 1996). Instead of generating one unique constraint
per separator, we consider three schemes of increasing complexity and ‘completeness:’
1. We add to each cluster the projection, on the variables of
the cluster, of all the constraints (from outside the cluster),
then we normalize the constraints in the cluster. That is,
whenever the scope of a constraint is a subset of another
constraint, we merge the two constraints (see Section 4.3).
In our example, this process results in the new constraint
R3 added to the lower cluster as shown in Figure 7.
2. In addition to those projected relations, we add all nonexisting binary constraints that result from triangulating
the subgraph induced by the separator’s variables on the
primal graph of the CSP. The subgraph induced by the
separator on the primal graph of the CSP is shown in Figure 8, before and after triangulation (BD is a ﬁll-in edge
resulting from triangulation). In our example, the constraint Ra is added as shown in Figure 9.

Bolstering Propagation at Separators

We introduce the simple example of two adjacent clusters
shown in Figure 5 to illustrate our approach. The variables
in this example are A, B, . . . , F and the original constraints
are R1 , R2 , . . . , R7 . When a consistency algorithm is applied locally to a cluster, the effects of ﬁltering relations in
one cluster are propagated or transferred to a neighboring
cluster only through the domains of the variables and those
constraints common to both clusters (i.e., constraint R4 in
Figure 5). Thus, localization may compromise the effectiveness of constraint propagation across the entire problem. In
this section, we explore ways to remedy this situation by
adding redundant constraints at the separators to boost the
transfer of information between clusters. In Sections 4.1,
4.2, and 4.3, we introduce three schemes to this end, explain
how to build them, and discuss their implementation.
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According to the Cluster-Tree Elimination algorithm, we
can solve the CSP in a backtrack-free manner after adding
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3. In addition to those projected relations, we add all nonexisting non-binary constraints whose scopes are the maximal cliques of the triangulated subgraph induced by the
separator’s variables on the primal graph of the CSP. We
call those constraints clique constraints. The relations Rx
and Ry are added in our example in Figure 10.

4.2

those resulting from combining localization and the addition of projected constraints, binary constraints, and clique
constraints, respectively. Intuitively speaking, localization
weakens R(∗,m)C because localization ignores combinations across clusters. In contrast, adding constraints increases the level of consistency. In Figure 11, we compare the new properties to GAC, maxRPWC and R(∗,m)C
for m = 2, 3, 4, |ψ(cli )|. In this ﬁgure, the property at
the source of an arrow is strictly weaker than the one at
which the arrow points. The proofs are not included here for
lack of space, however it is interesting to note that R(∗,2)C,
cl+proj-R(∗,2)C, and cl+bin-R(∗,2)C are equivalent and so
are R(∗,3)C and cl+proj-R(∗,3)C.

Building the separators

Here we describe how we add the constraints to the separators for each of the three schemes introduced above. In all
cases, we normalize the cluster.
Adding constraint projections. Every constraint is projected on the variables of every cluster and added to the cluster. Then, all the constraints in the cluster are normalized.

  

Adding binary constraints. First, we extract the subgraph induced by the separator’s variables on the primal
graph. Second, we triangulate the induced subgraph using
the min-ﬁll heuristic (Kjærulff 1990). Third, we generate a
binary constraint for each ﬁll-in edge generated by the minﬁll heuristic. For example, the relation Ra is added to the
separator in Figure 9, because after triangulating the primal
graph induced by the variables in the separator in Figure 8,
the ﬁll-in edge BD is added.

 
 
 



  

 

 

 




 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

When one considers the dual graph of a CSP, some
edges in the dual graph may be redundant and could be removed without changing the set of solutions to the problem
(Dechter 2003). Karakashian et al. (2010) recommended removing redundant edges using the algorithm of Janssen et
al. (2010). This operation reduces the number of constraint
combinations that R(∗,m)C must consider, and results in
signiﬁcant cost savings in time and space. The enforced
consistency is strictly weaker than R(∗,m)C and denoted
wR(∗,m)C. Given the advantageous cost of wR(∗,m)C, in
our experiments, we do not implement the properties shown
in Figure 11, but, instead, we test their weakened versions
(i.e., cl-wR(∗,m)C, cl+proj-wR(∗,m)C, cl+bin-wR(∗,m)C,
and cl+clq-wR(∗,m)C), obtained after removal of redundant
edges in the dual graph. We do so for m = 2, 3, 4, however,
for m = |ψ(cli )|, we do not remove the redundant edges because we consider a single combination per cluster. While
the relationships shown in Figure 11 do not necessarily hold
for the weakened versions of the consistency properties, in
our experiments, they did.

Transferring information between clusters

The information transferred from a cluster to its parent (or
its child) transits via the domains of the separator’s variables
and the added redundant constraints. Because, in the above
three bolstering schemes, we normalize the constraints to
save on space and processing effort, we need a mechanism to
ensure the fullest transfer of information between constraints
of overlapping scopes in neighboring clusters. Assume that
cluster cli is being processed after its neighbor clj was. For
every relation Rj in clj , consider s the set of variables in
the scope of Rj that are also in the separator between cli
and clj , s = scope(Rj ) ∩ χ(cli ) ∩ χ(clj ). s must be a
subset of some constraint Ri of cli (by construction of the
projected constraints). Before processing cli , we make sure
to ﬁlter Ri given Rj in a process akin to directional R(∗,2)C
consistency. In the example of Figure 7, R6 , R5 , and R3 are
used to ﬁlter R2 , R1 and R3 , respectively.

5

  

Figure 11: Comparing consistency properties.

Adding clique constraints. As in the case above, we ﬁrst
extract the subgraph induced by the separator’s variables on
the primal graph. Second, we triangulate the induced subgraph using the min-ﬁll heuristic (Kjærulff 1990). Third,
we identify the maximal cliques in the resulting chordal
graph using the M AX C LIQUES algorithm (Golumbic 1980).
Fourth, for each maximal clique, we generate a constraint
over the variables in the maximal clique. For example, in
Figure 10, we add to the separator the constraints Rx and Ry
whose scopes are {A, B, D} and {B, C, D}, respectively.

4.3

  

6

Related Work

Our work extends the relational consistency property
R(∗,m)C (Karakashian et al. 2010) by applying it in conceptually innovative ways that make it possible to increase the value of m and achieve higher-level consistencies. In general, this paper enforces stronger consistencies
than wR(∗,m)C (Karakashian et al. 2010) while considering
fewer combinations of constraints thanks to the localization.
The empirical results in Section 7 demonstrate that our approach outperforms the original R(∗,m)C.
Our algorithm follows the spirit of the Cluster-Tree Elimination (CTE) algorithm (Kask et al. 2005). In our approach,

Resulting Consistency Properties

We denote by cl-R(∗,m)C the consistency property corresponding the localized version of R(∗,m)C. We denote
by cl+proj-R(∗,m)C, cl+bin-R(∗,m)C, and cl+clq-R(∗,m)C
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Solver Competition.1 Because we target problems that require higher consistency levels than provided by GAC, we
selected 32 benchmarks2 that are not easily solved by GAC,
but compared against GAC as a baseline for evaluation.

similarly to the CTE, the scopes of the constraints over the
separators’ variables are deﬁned before we compute the corresponding relations and do not change. The relations of
those constraints change as an effect of message passing
(for the CTE) or constraint propagation (for cl-R(∗,m)C).
Because we do not add unique constraints at the separators,
we cannot guarantee converging in two passes or solving the
CSP. Thus, we use our algorithm as a full-lookahead schema
in backtrack search. Nonetheless, experiments show that it
yielded backtrack-free search on a large number of problems.
Fattah and Dechter (1996) study space-time tradeoffs of
tree clustering by increasing the cluster sizes to reduce the
separators sizes. In our approach, we reduce the space requirement by replacing the unique constraints at the separators with constraints of smaller scopes.
Based on the bucket elimination method (Dechter 1996;
1999), the mini-bucket elimination (MBE) algorithm generates relations from the mini-buckets (which are partitions
of the relations in a cluster) and then projects them on the
separators (Rollon and Dechter 2010). We generate only relations on the separators. Moreover, the sizes of the minibuckets and those of the generated constraints are bounded
by a ﬁxed parameter z chosen by trial and error, while in our
work, the sizes are automatically determined by the structure
of the constraint graph at the separators.
The consistency property w-SC enforces inverse consistency (by domain ﬁltering) of a relaxed CSP obtained by
removing constraints in order to guarantee a tree decomposition of bounded width w (Jégou and Terrioux 2010). In our
work, we use the decomposition to process the consistency
locally and do not relax the CSP.
Algorithms for higher-order consistency by domain ﬁltering that remain weaker than R(∗,m)C have been proposed
(Bessiere, Stergiou, and Walsh 2008) and more recently improved upon (Paparrizou and Stergiou 2012). We compare
our results to maxRPWC in the experiments.
Samaras and Stergiou (2005) improve the performance of
an arc-consistency algorithm for the dual CSP (i.e., R(∗,2)C)
by grouping tuples that have the same supports. While we
target stronger consistencies, we should exploit their technique to improve the performance of our algorithms.
We exploit the tree decomposition only for enforcing
and maintaining the consistency property. Unlike the
BTD (Jégou and Terrioux 2003), the backtrack search used
in Section 7 for solving a CSP instance does not follow the
tree decomposition, but a heuristic for a dynamic variable
ordering.

7

Type
global
local
projection
binary
clique

m = 2, 3, 4
wR(∗,m)C
cl-wR(∗,m)C
cl+proj-wR(∗,m)C
cl+bin-wR(∗,m)C
cl+clq-wR(∗,m)C

m = |ψ(cli )|
cl-R(∗,|ψ(cli )|)C
cl+proj-R(∗,|ψ(cli )|)C
cl+bin-R(∗,|ψ(cli )|)C
cl+clq-R(∗,|ψ(cli )|)C

Table 1: Tested consistencies.
To evaluate the impact of localizing R(∗,m)C and bolstering propagation we distinguish two contexts: solvable
and unsolvable CSPs. Indeed, we expect difﬁcult, unsolvable CSPs to be more challenging for GAC and to require
higher-level consistencies. In the selected benchmarks, 479
instances were unsatisﬁable and 200 satisﬁable. We set the
maximum processing time per instance to two hours for
two reasons: a) we targeted difﬁcult instances; and b) we
wanted to observe the effect of stronger consistencies (i.e.,
backtrack-free search, smaller trees) as opposed to measuring the effectiveness of our implementation. Table 7 reports statistics about the tree decompositions of the problem instances used in the experiments, giving the treewidth,
the size of the largest separator, the largest number of constraints in a cluster, and the largest arity of a generated clique
constraint. In Table 3, we report, for search using each consistency, the number of the tested instances that: a) Completed: search solved within the allocated time; b) BT-free:
search solved in a backtrack-free manner; c) Min(#NV):
search used the least number of nodes visited; and d) Fastest:
solved the quickest by the corresponding algorithm (within
256 msec precision). Note that preprocessing time is included in all results. This time includes loading the instances, building the data structures, computing the tree decomposition, generating the separator constraints, and solving the problem. We ran our experiments on a large computer cluster with a heavy and variable load. Although the
cluster’s hardware is the same, the load varies and affects the
precision of the clock time. For this reason, we measured
the time in seconds computed from the instruction count instead of the clock time, after normalizing the instruction cost
and the CPU speed across all runs (we compared the results
in instruction counts and CPU time. Although they were
qualitatively similar, the former was more reproducible and
precise).

Empirical Evaluations

We compare the advantages of enforcing the properties
listed in Table 1 to those of enforcing GAC (Bessiere et
al. 2005), maxRPWC (Bessiere, Stergiou, and Walsh 2008),
and wR(∗,m)C (Karakashian et al. 2010). All consistencies are enforced as full lookahead strategies in a backtrack
search using the domain/degree heuristic for dynamic variable ordering. The benchmarks are selected from the CSP

1

http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/CPAI08/
aim-(50, 100, 200), composed-(25-10-20, 25-1-2, 25-125, 25-1-40, 25-1-80, 75-1-2, 75-1-25, 75-1-40, 75-1-80),
dag-rand, dubois, graphColoring-(hosExtConvert, mug, registermulsol, register-zeroin, sgb-book, sgb-games, sgb-miles, sgbqueen), hanoi, modiﬁedRenault, QCP-15, rand-(10-20-10, 8-20-5),
rlfap(GraphsMod, Scens11, ScensMod), ssa, and tightness0.9
2
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clique

binary

projection

local

clique

binary

projection

local

global

clique

binary

projection

local

global

clique

binary

projection

local

Completed

global

R(∗,|ψ(cli )|)C

wR(∗,4)C

UNSAT
479
SAT
200

167
142
170
167
172
169
162
191
232
237
232
218
190
225
230
226
223
34.9% 29.6% 35.5% 34.9% 35.9% 35.3% 33.8% 39.9% 48.4% 49.5% 48.4% 45.5% 39.7% 47.0% 48.0% 47.2% 46.6%
174
159
179
178
176
169
104
147
164
155
149
111
132
151
153
147
112
87.0% 79.5% 89.5% 89.0% 88.0% 84.5% 52.0% 73.5% 82.0% 77.5% 74.5% 55.5% 66.0% 75.5% 76.5% 73.5% 56.0%

285
286
282
271
59.5% 59.7% 58.9% 56.6%
152
138
124
113
76.0% 69.0% 62.0% 56.5%

BT-free

maxRPWC

wR(∗,3)C

UNSAT
479
SAT
200

0
30
0.0% 6.3%
44
49
22.0% 24.5%

70
39
70
70
74
97
104
139
139
132
141
104
142
142
149
14.6% 8.1% 14.6% 14.6% 15.4% 20.3% 21.7% 29.0% 29.0% 27.6% 29.4% 21.7% 29.6% 29.6% 31.1%
55
37
53
52
38
65
30
65
63
53
68
32
75
67
55
27.5% 18.5% 26.5% 26.0% 19.0% 32.5% 15.0% 32.5% 31.5% 26.5% 34.0% 16.0% 37.5% 33.5% 27.5%

187
223
223
213
39.0% 46.6% 46.6% 44.5%
39
77
71
58
19.5% 38.5% 35.5% 29.0%

Min(#NV)

GAC

wR(∗,2)C

UNSAT
479
SAT
200

17
37
3.5% 7.7%
47
51
23.5% 25.5%

73
43
72
72
77
103
115
147
147
144
150
127
159
159
167
15.2% 9.0% 15.0% 15.0% 16.1% 21.5% 24.0% 30.7% 30.7% 30.1% 31.3% 26.5% 33.2% 33.2% 34.9%
64
37
62
61
39
69
38
76
70
61
78
63
108
94
73
32.0% 18.5% 31.0% 30.5% 19.5% 34.5% 19.0% 38.0% 35.0% 30.5% 39.0% 31.5% 54.0% 47.0% 36.5%

220
249
248
239
45.9% 52.0% 51.8% 49.9%
83
111
100
79
41.5% 55.5% 50.0% 39.5%

Fastest

#Instances

Domain based

UNSAT
72
14
479
15.0% 2.9%
SAT
121
31
200
60.5% 15.5%

13
35
5
1
1
15
106
58
13
15
2.7% 7.3% 1.0% 0.2% 0.2% 3.1% 22.1% 12.1% 2.7% 3.1%
45
47
23
14
12
26
30
27
13
11
22.5% 23.5% 11.5% 7.0% 6.0% 13.0% 15.0% 13.5% 6.5% 5.5%

12
35
3
0
0
176
108
2.5% 7.3% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 36.7% 22.5%
7
26
14
9
10
34
18
3.5% 13.0% 7.0% 4.5% 5.0% 17.0% 9.0%

42
37
8.8% 7.7%
13
12
6.5% 6.0%

Table 3: Number of instances for which search completed, those solved in a backtrack-free manner, with minimum NV, and
fastest.

max
median
mean
UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT
treewidth
243 158
33 18
43.45 34.44
largest sep.
214 157
28 16.5
39.02 31.33
max(|ψ(cli )|)
local
1,243 211
16
8 109.54 18.35
projection
1,243 211
18 11 114.70 37.35
binary
1,243 653
24 12 199.50 80.65
clique
1,243 148
18 10 113.35 25.87
clique arity
48 26
7
4
7.40 5.97

and the number instances solved backtrack free are solid indicators of the advantages of our approach, and establish the
beneﬁts of higher-level consistencies in tree decompositions.
Second, a little bolstering is great, but too much may be
detrimental. For a given m value, we see that, grossly speaking, ‘projection’ yields the best results (versus global, localization, binary, and clique). Two reasons may explain
why heavier bolstering (i.e., binary and clique) are not the
winners that we expected: a) the heavier the bolstering, the
more expensive the processing (indeed, the completion rate
of clique degrades); and b) in most of the tested instances
clusters seem to overlap heavily making the generation of
redundant constraints an overkill. One may want to decide
locally based on the overlap of the clusters which level of
bolstering to apply.
The bolstering techniques of increasing ‘sophistication’
are designed to study the tradeoff between the effectiveness
of constraint ﬁltering, on the one hand, and the cost of generating and maintaining redundant constraints, on the other
hand. Without bolstering, local properties are weak but fast.
Bolstering by projection increases the effectiveness of constraint propagation but also increases the cost. Apparently,
projection yields the right tradeoff between the strength of
the enforced consistency and the overhead of processing the
redundant constraints. The overhead of more aggressive bolstering via binary and clique constraints undermines the beneﬁts of the increased constraint propagation, at least on the
problem instances tested.
Finally, localization and projection always outperformed
‘global’ for all considered criteria, particularly when m ≥
3. For m = 2, localization and projection are equivalent
to the global strategy conﬁrming the theory of Section 5.
Consequently, the additional processing is wasted.

Table 2: Characteristics of the benchmark data used in Table 3.

7.1

Aggregate results

First, we discuss m = |ψ(cli )|, which is a localized strategy
and also our strongest consistency. It is clearly the overall winner. The highlighted cells in Table 3 indicate that
m = |ψ(cli )| outperforms all tested consistency levels in
both SAT/UNSAT categories and on all four reported criteria
with only two exceptions. Both exceptions are on SAT instances, and are related to time performance (on the criteria
‘completed’ and ‘fastest’). This result strongly supports two
of our claims: a) higher-level consistencies are useful for approaching tractability in practice; and b) localization by tree
decomposition is a crucial facilitator to increasing the consistency level. (Indeed, very high-level consistencies are not
possible without localization because of the number of constraint combinations that need to be stored and manipulated.)
Regarding the two exceptions, we strongly suspect that the
culprit is our implementation of our algorithm, which can
beneﬁt from various optimizations such as grouping tuples
(Samaras and Stergiou 2005). We strongly suspect that a
faster implementation would overcome this unique limitation of the algorithm. However, the number of nodes visited

7.2

A ﬁner view

Figures 12 to 14 compare, pairwise the running time of
the algorithms on individual instances for m = 3 with in-
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creasing sophistication (i.e., global, localization, projection,
then clique). Figure 15 compares the performance of GAC,
which is the fastest on SAT instances, to cl-R(∗,|ψ(cli )|)C,
which is the fastest algorithm on UNSAT instances. Note the
logarithmic scale. The diagonal line plotted indicates equal
performance of both algorithms. The points above the diagonal indicate that the corresponding instances are solved
faster by the algorithm on the horizontal axis, and vice versa.
The points along the top edge indicate that the corresponding
instances timed out for the algorithm on the vertical axes.
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Figure 12: Impact of localization.
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Figure 15: Compared to GAC.

ing the projected constraints. The cost of bolstering is compensated by a group of problem instances that are solved orders of magnitude faster with bolstering than without it (see
points on the right edge).
Figure 14 compares projection and clique bolstering
(cl+proj-R(∗,3)C versus cl+clq-wR(∗,3)C), and illustrates
how bolstering can be an overkill. However, the points below the diagonal suggest that results can be improved when
‘clique bolstering’ is selectively applied to avoid situations
where adjacent clusters signiﬁcantly overlap.
Again, the best results were obtained with m = |ψ(cli )|.
In Figure 15, we compare cl-R(∗,|ψ(cli )|)C to GAC. The
large number of points clustered around the diagonal conﬁrm that consistencies signiﬁcantly stronger than GAC are
worthwhile even when the running time is considered.
Note that in Figures 12 to 14 the time goes down to 0.01
seconds for a few trivial instances that we did not omit be-
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Figure 14: Bolstering by clique constraints.
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Figure 13: Bolstering by projection.
Figure 12 shows that localization (cl-wR(∗,3)C) outperforms the global version of the algorithm (wR(∗,3)C) by
roughly an order of magnitude (points below the diagonal).
Figure 13 evaluates the cost of bolstering by projection
(cl+proj-wR(∗,3)C). Most of the points are tightly clustered
above the diagonal, reﬂecting the additional cost of process-
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cause we reported all the instances of the considered benchmarks.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we presented techniques to improve the performance of algorithms for higher-level consistency by localizing their application to the clusters of a tree decomposition
and bolstering the propagation at the separators with redundant constraints. The empirical results demonstrated orders
of magnitude time savings over GAC and R(∗,m)C on difﬁcult CSP problems.
We explored new frontiers in high-level consistency,
and showed excellent promise towards achieving ‘practical
tractability.’ It also uncovers both the opportunity and the
need to select consistency levels dynamically and locally depending on the structure of each cluster and its difﬁculty,
opening the door for a ‘ﬁne grain/cluster level’ portfoliobased method for consistency selection (Xu et al. 2008).
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